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	Title: Pecker Protector Egg Defender 
	School: West Grand High School Kremmling CO
	Sponsor: Emmylou Harmon 
	Abstract: How can I build a roll out chicken box that moves the eggs to a different place so that the chickens stop pecking them? After I get my measurements I will cut the wood and pieces to length. Then I will cut another piece of wood that fits in the middle for the angle so that the egg would roll down the ramp that goes in a little compartment so that the chickens can not get to the eggs and eat them. After I put the center in I will put it on the chicken coop and make sure that it does not fall off. Afterwards I will test it out to see if it works based on my criteria.  Then I will calculate the percent of the criteria I met. After six trails I completed my goal.  I learned that sometimes the simpler things work better.  Another thing I learned is that if you have too long of fringes the egg does not go down the second incline so the chicken can still peck it.  I think that the Pecker Protector Egg Defender could be solved in many different sizes to fit all boxes and I think that this could be a money maker and the people who buy them the same money on eggs.
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